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Calcium phosphate based biomaterials are extensively used in the context of tissue engineering: small
changes in composition can lead to significant changes in properties allowing their use in a wide
range of applications. Samples of composition (Al2 O3 )x (Na2 O)0.11-x (CaO)0.445 (P2 O5 )0.445 , where
x = 0, 0.03, 0.05, and 0.08, were prepared by melt quenching. The atomic-scale structure has been
studied using neutron diffraction and solid state 27 Al MAS NMR, and these data have been rationalised with the determined density of the final glass product. With increasing aluminium concentration the density increases initially, but beyond about 3 mol. % Al2 O3 the density starts to decrease.
Neutron diffraction data show a concomitant change in the aluminium speciation, which is confirmed
by 27 Al MAS NMR studies. The NMR data reveal that aluminium is present in 4, 5, and 6-fold coordination and that the relative concentrations of these environments change with increasing aluminium
concentration. Materials containing aluminium in 6-fold coordination tend to have higher densities
than analogous materials with the aluminium found in 4-fold coordination. Thus, the density changes
may readily be explained in terms of an increase in the relative concentration of 4-coordinated aluminium at the expense of 6-fold aluminium as the Al2 O3 content is increased beyond 3 mol. %.
© 2013 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4774330]
I. INTRODUCTION

Phosphate based glasses containing sodium and calcium
are very adaptable materials; small changes in their composition can lead to significant changes to key properties such as
the solubility.1, 2 Such glasses have high thermal coefficients
and a relatively low melting temperature, making them easy
to form as glassy materials.3 The wide range in properties that
can be achieved and the ease of glass formation over a wide
range of compositions offers the potential of being able to tailor them to the particular requirements of a diverse range applications including seals,3 laser systems,4 and biomaterials,
for example.2, 5
Biomaterials are materials which may have a tissueregenerative effect; bioactive glass is one such material.6
When bioactive glasses are in contact with physiological fluid
they begin to break down. The dissolution products generated
stimulate the up-regulation of bone-forming cells while the
remaining material acts as a scaffold for the cells to attach to
so that the bone can grow.6 Phosphate based biomaterials have
an advantage in that they are closer in composition to natural
bone5, 7, 8 and the rate of dissolution can more easily be tailored to the end application;2, 5 for example, coatings on long
term implants require a lower dissolution rate but require the
same level of bioactivity.8 The addition of a small amount of
aluminium reduces the dissolution rate while increasing the
bioactivity; the density is also increased.8 However, adding
a) Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:

d.m.pickup@kent.ac.uk.
0021-9606/2013/138(3)/034501/7/$30.00

larger quantities of aluminium has the effect of reducing both
the bioactivity and density.9
As a consequence of the variety of current and potential applications, phosphate based glassy materials have
been studied using a range of techniques including computer
modelling,1 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy,2, 8 Raman spectroscopy,10 solid state MAS NMR spectroscopy,11
and both x-ray and neutron diffraction.1, 12, 13 The structure
of aluminium containing phosphate based glasses has also
been extensively studied using NMR spectroscopy in addition
to other techniques.10, 14–17 Previous 27 Al MAS NMR studies
have shown the aluminium to be present in 4-, 5-, and 6-fold
coordination.17–20 One such study on sodium aluminophosphates demonstrated that at low concentrations, aluminium
adopts a 6-fold coordinated environment.20 However, as the
concentration of Al2 O3 is increased above ∼5 mol. %, the average aluminium coordination number decreases as 4 and 5fold environments are formed at the expense of aluminium in
octahedral units. However, the fraction of 5-fold aluminium
is always less that ∼25%, regardless of the aluminium
concentration.
To study to effect of aluminium on the structure of phosphate glasses, four samples of composition
(Al2 O3 )x (Na2 O)0.11-x (CaO)0.445 (P2 O5 )0.445 , where x = 0,
0.03, 0.05, or 0.08, were prepared by melt quenching.
The densities of these samples were measured, and their
structures were studied using neutron diffraction and 27 Al
MAS NMR spectroscopy. The data were analysed with
the aim of attempting to explain the pronounced bioactivity and density trends on the basis of the local aluminium
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environment and any affect it may have on the overall glass
network.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
A. Sample preparation

The required amounts of calcium phosphate dibasic, aluminium oxide, ammonium phosphate, and sodium carbonate were mixed to obtain a series of glasses of composition (Al2 O3 )x (Na2 O)0.11-x (CaO)0.445 (P2 O5 )0.445 , where x = 0,
0.03, 0.05, or 0.08. The precursor chemicals were purchased
from Sigma Aldrich and were all 99.9% pure. The glass samples were made using a conventional melt quench process: the
mix was heated from room temperature to 1250 ◦ C at a rate of
at 10 ◦ C/min; the final temperature was held for 2 h before
the molten glass was poured into graphite moulds pre-heated
to 350 ◦ C. The solid samples were annealed overnight in an
oven at 450 ◦ C and subsequently cooled to room temperature
at 1 ◦ C/min.

Structural information can be obtained from the diffraction data by simulating the Q-space data and converting
the results to r-space by Fourier transformation to allow
comparison with the experimentally determined correlation
function.23 The Q-space simulation is generated using the following equation:


−Q2 σij2
Nij wij sinQRij
exp
p(Q)ij =
,
(3)
cj
QRij
2
where p(Q)ij is the pair function in reciprocal space, Nij , Rij ,
and σ ij are the coordination number, atomic separation, and
disorder parameter, respectively, of atom i with respect to j, cj
is the concentration of atom j, and wij is the weighting factor,
given by
2ci cj bi bj
wij = 
2

ci bi

C. Neutron scattering

The neutron diffraction data presented herein were collected on the General Materials (GEM) time-of-flight diffractometer on the International Science Information Service
spallation neutron source at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK.21 The samples were contained in vanadium cans
of internal diameter 8.3 mm and wall thickness 0.025 mm; a
vanadium rod of diameter 8 mm was used to provide quantitative normalisation to the data. Data were collected from the
empty instrument, empty V container, and the V rod in addition to each of the samples; data were collected over a wide
dynamic range (scattering vector Q from 0.5 to 60 Å−1 , where
Q = 4π sinθ /λ).
The initial stage of analysis of data from an amorphous
material involves the removal of the various sources of background scattering (from the instrument itself and from the
container), normalization, correction for absorption, inelastic
and multiple scattering, and subtraction of the self-scattering
term.21 The resultant scattered intensity, S(Q) − 1, can reveal
structural information by Fourier transformation to yield the
pair distribution function:

π ∞
Q [S(Q) − 1] M(Q)sin(Qr)dQ,
T (r) = T 0 (r) +
2 0
(1)
where
o

T (r) = 4π rρo ,

(2)

r is the atomic separation between pairs of atoms, ρ o is the
macroscopic number density, and M(Q) is a window function
necessitated by the finite maximum experimentally attainable
value of Q; for the work presented herein, the window function used was a Lorch function.22

(4)

if i = j,

(5)

i

c2 b2
wij =  i i 2

ci bi

B. Density measurements

The density of each glass sample was measured using
R
Accupyc1340 pycnometer, which utilizes
a Micromeritics
Archimedes’ Principle using helium gas as the fluid.

if i = j,

i

where b represents the coherent neutron scattering length.
Due to sodium and calcium having similar ionic radii, of
0.99 and 0.95 Å, respectively, there is little difference in
the atomic separations in the Ca–O (2.34 Å) and Na–O
(2.33 Å) correlations.24 Therefore, to simplify the fitting
process, a generic metal cation has been used which has the
average scattering length, weighted by the concentration of
the two elements.
D.

27

Al MAS NMR measurements

Solid State 27 Al MAS NMR measurements were performed at ambient temperatures using Bruker DSX-400 (9.4
T) and Bruker Avance II-600 (14.1 T) spectrometers. All 27 Al
data were acquired using Bruker 3.2 mm dual channel (HX)
probes in which MAS frequencies of 20 kHz were attained for
each measurement. Single pulse experiments were employed
for all data acquisition, where a relaxation delay of 5 s and
a tip angle of π /12 were used to ensure that quantitative estimates of all aluminium speciation had been achieved. All
27
Al spectra were referenced to the IUPAC primary reference
of Al(NO3 )3 (1.1 M in D2 O) via a secondary reference of yttrium aluminium garnet (YAG) in which the six coordinate
resonance is a known shift of 0.7 ppm. The analysis of all
27
Al MAS NMR data at each B0 field was undertaken using
the QUADFIT simulation program.25
III. RESULTS

The densities of the four glass samples measured by helium pycnometery follow the trend previously described in the
literature.9 This unusual density trend is shown in Figure 1.
Initial substitution of a few mol. % of Na2 O by Al2 O3 causes
the density to increase but further substitution results in the
density decreasing.
Figures 2–4 show the neutron diffraction data from the
three Al containing samples. Both Q-space scattering inten-
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FIG. 1. Glass density as a function of Al2 O3 concentration using helium
pycnometry.

FIG. 3. Neutron diffraction data from the 5 mol. % Al2 O3 sample (a) Qspace data; (b) r-space pair distribution factor, T(r) (solid line) and the fit
(dotted line).

sity and r-space pair distribution functions are shown together
with r-space fit obtained by the method described previously.
The structural parameters obtained from the fitting process are
given in Table I. The starting parameters used in the fitting
process have been chosen on the basis of previous studies1, 12
and the chemical database of inorganic crystals.26–34
The relative concentrations of the various aluminium environments were determined both from the MAS NMR data
and corresponding neutron diffraction data. From the 27 Al
MAS NMR spectra for each sample acquired at external B0
field strengths of 9.4 and 14.1 T (see Figure 5), it is readily observed that aluminium speciation is described by 4-, 5, and 6-fold coordinated oxo environments in each of these
glass systems. The impurity visible in the 8 mol. % sample
in Figure 5 is likely to be a crystal phase present in low concentration. The fact that this phase is not observed by neutron diffraction suggests that it is present in discrete domains
which are small enough to broaden any Bragg peaks beyond
the detection limit.
The dual-field 27 Al MAS NMR data for each sample were simulated using the QUADFIT simulation
program which elucidates the isotropic chemical shift

(δ iso ), quadrupole coupling constant (CQ ), distributions in
quadrupole parameters, and integrated intensity from each
spectrum.25 This analysis was performed iteratively between
the dataset from each field until a consistency of <5% in
the residual-sum-of-squares error was achieved; the resultant
simulations pertaining to these analyses are also shown in
Figure 5 and the numerical results are summarised in Table II.
From the neutron diffraction data a quantitative analysis
was achieved by first assigning the peaks in the pair distribution function at ∼1.7, ∼1.8, and ∼1.9 Å to aluminium in
4-, 5-, and 6-fold coordination environments, respectively.35
The proportions of each aluminium environment present were
then calculated from the relative areas of these three peaks. A
comparison of the results from the two techniques is shown in
Figure 6.
It should be noted that NMR is element specific and is
therefore much more sensitive to the aluminium environment
at low concentrations. At the lowest concentration of Al2 O3 ,
the aluminium is predominantly 6 coordinate with respect to
oxygen. However, for increasing Al2 O3 content an increase in
the relative concentration of 4-fold aluminium at the expense
of 6-fold aluminium is observed. The concentration of 5-fold

FIG. 2. Neutron diffraction data from the 3 mol. % Al2 O3 sample (a) Qspace data; (b) r-space pair distribution factor, T(r) (solid line) and the fit
(dotted line).

FIG. 4. Neutron diffraction data from the 8 mol. % Al2 O3 sample (a) Qspace data; (b) r-space pair distribution factor, T(r) (solid line) and the fit
(dotted line).
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TABLE I. Structural parameters obtained from simulation of the neutron diffraction data. Note that M denotes the generic metal cation, BO is a bridging
oxygen, and NBO is a non-bridging oxygen. The errors are reasonably estimated as ±0.02 Å in R, ±15% in N, and ±0.01 Å in σ .
Density (g cm−3 )

Correlation

R (Å)

N

σ (Å)

(CaO)0.445 (P2 O5 )0.445 (Na2 O)0.11

2.7094(5)

(CaO)0.445 (P2 O5 )0.445 (Na2 O)0.08 (Al2 O3 )0.03

2.7620(3)

(CaO)0.445 (P2 O5 )0.445 (Na2 O)0.06 (Al2 O3 )0.05

2.7585(5)

(CaO)0.445 (P2 O5 )0.445 (Na2 O)0.03 (Al2 O3 )0.08

2.7466(6)

P–NBO
P–BO
M–O
O–O
M–O
P–P
P–NBO
P–BO
Al–O
Al–O
Al–O
M–O
O–O
M–O
P–P
P–NBO
P–BO
Al–O
Al–O
Al–O
M–O
O–O
M–O
P–P
P–NBO
P–BO
Al–O
Al–O
Al–O
M–O
O–O
M–O
P–P

1.50
1.60
2.36
2.51
2.85
2.92
1.50
1.60
1.73
1.82
1.92
2.36
2.51
2.75
2.96
1.50
1.60
1.71
1.82
1.91
2.34
2.50
2.64
2.91
1.50
1.60
1.71
1.80
1.93
2.35
2.51
2.68
2.93

2.2
1.6
4.3
4.0
2.4
1.9
2.2
1.5
2.2
1.8
4.5
5.0
3.5
2.7
1.7
2.2
1.4
1.7
1.6
3.4
4.1
3.4
2.9
1.8
2.3
1.2
2.3
1.7
2.3
4.1
3.3
2.9
1.4

0.042
0.062
0.138
0.083
0.141
0.097
0.032
0.044
0.025
0.057
0.066
0.117
0.072
0.148
0.097
0.034
0.043
0.040
0.047
0.092
0.103
0.069
0.103
0.073
0.034
0.041
0.053
0.019
0.050
0.120
0.072
0.185
0.096

Sample

aluminium remained relatively unaffected by the changing
aluminium concentration.
IV. DISCUSSION

Phosphate glasses close to the metaphosphate composition have structures based upon interconnected PO4 3− tetrahe-

dral units.36 These phosphate groups are joined to each other
via bridging oxygen atoms (BOs). The remaining oxygen
atoms in the phosphate groups are classified as non-bridging
(NBOs) and coordinate to the cations present in the structure.
Thus, the negatively charged interconnected phosphate units
are held together by electrostatic forces that result from the
cations present. Predictions concerning the phosphate connec-

TABLE II. NMR interaction parameters (isotropic chemical shift (δ iso ), quadrapole coupling constant (CQ ), and quadrapole asymmetry parameter (η)) and
relative intensities obtained from the simulation of 27 Al MAS NMR data acquired at 9.4 and 14.1 T. The errors are identified within the table.

(CaO)0.445 (P2 O5 )0.445 (Na2 O)0.08 (Al2 O3 )0.03

(CaO)0.445 (P2 O5 )0.445 (Na2 O)0.06 (Al2 O3 )0.05

(CaO)0.445 (P2 O5 )0.445 (Na2 O)0.03 (Al2 O3 )0.08

Isotropic shift (ppm) ±1 ppm

CQ centre (MHz) ±0.5

CQ width ±0.6

η

Int (%)

Environment

42.6
12.2
− 10.5
46
17.3
− 9.2
41.5
44.8
17.3
− 8.2

4.3
4.3
4.5
5.9
6.75
5.1
0.7
5.8
6.4
5.3

4.1
4.1
4.1
3
3
3.3
0.1
3
3
3.3

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

24
22
54
31
26
43
9
34
26
31

AlO4
AlO5
AlO6
AlO4
AlO5
AlO6
Impurity
AlO4
AlO5
AlO6
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pyrophosphate (P2 O7 4− ) with composition O/P = 3.5.36 Since
glasses of the latter composition have structures containing
phosphate dimers, the glasses studied here are expected to
have structures containing rings and shorter phosphate chains
with the presence of only two types of phosphate species, i.e.,
−PO2 − − middle groups and −PO3 2− chain-terminating end
groups. The suitability of this proposed model to describe
these samples can be gauged by calculating the expected PBO, P-NBO, and P-P coordination numbers from the composition and comparing with those in Table I from the neutron diffraction data. The P-BO coordination number (NBO )
is given by
NBO = 8 − 2 (O/P ) .

FIG. 5. 27 Al MAS NMR data acquired at 9.4 and 14.1T (ν r = 20kHz) for
the glass series (Al2 O3 )x (Na2 O)0.11-x (CaO)0.445 (P2 O5 )0.445 with increasing
Al concentration of (a) x = 0.03, (b) x = 0.05, and (c) x = 0.08. Each spectrum is deconvoluted into three individual resonances assigned to 4-, 5-, and
6- coordinate aluminium, and the self-consistency of the simulations between
the two external magnetic field constrains the resultant NMR interaction parameters (δ iso , CQ , η) for optimal accuracy.

tivity can be made from the O/P ratio in glass composition.36
Metaphosphate glasses are characterised by an O/P ratio of 3
and have structures consisting of rings and infinite chains of
PO4 3− tetrahedral. The glasses studied here have O/P ratios
of 3.12, 3.19, 3.24, and 3.30 for the 0, 3, 5, and 8 mol. %
Al2 O3 samples, respectively. These fall in the range between
the metaphosphate (PO3 − ) with composition P/O = 3.0 and

FIG. 6. Relative concentration of 4-, 5-, and 6-fold aluminium coordination environments as determined by neutron diffraction and 27 Al MAS-NMR
spectroscopy. The format for the legend is such that AlO4 ND refers to the
concentration of 4-fold aluminium determined from the neutron diffraction
data and AlO5 NMR refers to the concentration of 5-fold aluminium determined from the 27 Al NMR data.

(6)

Since each phosphorus atom is surrounded by four oxygen
atoms in the PO4 3− , the P-NBO coordination number (NNBO )
is simply 4 − NBO . Furthermore, since each bridging oxygen
connects to another PO4 3− unit, the P-P coordination number
(NPP ) is equal to NBO . The NBO values calculated here on the
basis of composition are 1.8, 1.6, 1.5, and 1.4 for the 0, 3, 5,
and 8 mol. % Al2 O3 samples, respectively, agree well with
their respective experimentally determined values of 1.6 ±
0.2, 1.5 ± 0.2, 1.4 ± 0.2, and 1.2 ± 0.2. Similar agreement is
observed between the calculated NNBO values of 2.2, 2.4, 2.5,
and 2.6 and their respective experimentally determined values
of 2.2 ± 0.3, 2.2 ± 0.3, 2.2 ± 0.3, and 2.3 ± 0.3 for the 0, 3,
5, and 8 mol. % Al2 O3 samples, respectively. Finally, the calculated NPP values of 1.8, 1.6, 1.5, and 1.4 for the 0, 3, 5, and
8 mol. % Al2 O3 samples, respectively, exhibit broad agreement with their respective experimentally determined values
of 1.9 ± 0.2, 1.7 ± 0.2, 1.8 ± 0.2, and 1.4 ± 0.2. Considering
these results as a whole, it can be concluded that the phosphate network that forms the backbone of the structure of the
glasses is close to that expected on the basis of glass composition with the phosphorus present as both −PO2 − − middle
groups and −PO3 2− chain-terminating end groups. The proportion of −PO3 2− groups increases with Al2 O3 content.
Of particular interest here is the coordination environment of the aluminium because this changes significantly as
a function of Al2 O3 content as does the measured density of
the glasses. As shown in Figure 1, an initial increase in density is observed with the small addition of aluminium. This
increase is as anticipated due to aluminium being a more massive atom than sodium. Indeed, a simplistic weighted sum
of the components (using sodium phosphate, calcium phosphate, and aluminium phosphate in appropriate amounts) indicates that the density should continue to increase monotonically with the aluminium concentration. Subsequent increase in the aluminium concentration is, however, associated with an observed decrease in density, which is counterintuitive. This density trend can be rationalized by considering the changes to the aluminium coordination environment
as a function of Al2 O3 content, which can readily be seen
through the neutron diffraction results, with additional definitive assignments provided by the NMR results. These show
that the initial small concentration of aluminium is largely
6-fold coordinated, although with a small amount of 4- and
5-fold coordinated aluminium present, whereas the samples
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with larger concentrations of aluminium tend to be dominated
by 4-fold coordinated sites with a reduced 6-fold coordination. The proportion of 5-fold coordinated aluminium seems
to remain constant throughout the composition series. The
effect that changing aluminium environment has on density
can be understood by examining the density of crystals containing aluminium tetrahedrally or octahedrally coordinated
by oxygen. The mineral Berlinite, Al(PO4 ), which contains
aluminium in 4-fold sites has a density of 2.63 g/cm3 .32, 33
The mineral NaAl(P2 O7 ) contains 6-fold coordinated aluminium and has a density of 2.87g/cm3 .34 By considering
NaAl(P2 O7 ) as a one-to-one mixture of Na(PO3 ) and Al(PO4 )
and assuming that its density approximates to the average
of the densities of these two compounds, an estimate of the
density of Al(PO4 ) if it had a structure that consisted of 6fold coordinated aluminium can be obtained. Taking the density of Na(PO3 ) as 2.60 g/cm3 ,27–31 a value of 3.14 g/cm3
for Al(PO4 ) containing octahedrally coordinated aluminium
is obtained, which is significantly higher than 2.63 g/cm3
for the same compound containing tetrahedrally coordinated
aluminium. Although this density of 3.14 g/cm3 for 6-fold
Al(PO4 ) is only a rough estimate, further evidence for a correlation between aluminium coordination number and density can be found by looking at the high pressure phase of
Berlinite.37, 38 This phase contains only 5- and 6-fold aluminium reinforcing the correlation between higher density
and higher coordination numbers. Thus, the likely explanation
for the observed trend in the densities of the aluminium containing glasses is the changing local environment around the
aluminium as the concentration of Al2 O3 goes up; a similar
effect is seen in the more complex Na2 O-Al2 O3 -TiO2 -P2 O5
glass.3
The observed trend towards lower aluminium coordination number with increasing Al2 O3 content is echoed by
the results of previous studies17, 20, 39 where a correlation between O/P ratio and average aluminium coordination number
was observed. As O/P increased from 3 (metaphosphate) to
>3.5 (pyrophosphate), the dominant Al coordination number changed from 6 to 4 in order to maintain the network
charge balance.39 Furthermore, changes in network connectivity observed in this study help explain the trend seen in
the bioactivity observed elsewhere for glasses of the same
composition.9 Manupriya and co-workers9 demonstrated that
a decrease in dissolution rate with increasing aluminium content coincided with a decrease in bioactivity. It is known that
the release rates of Ca2+ and PO4 3− from biomaterials correlate with bioactivity40 because the release of these ions
into the surrounding solution as the glass degrades results in
super-saturation of calcium and phosphate which favours apatite formation.41, 42 Consistent with the established structural
models for phosphate based glass,36 the neutron diffraction results presented here show that increasing the aluminium content of these glasses reduces the number of P-O-P bonds and
reduces the connectivity of the phosphate network. Given that
P-O-P bonds are readily hydrolysed in water and that higher
field strength cations form stronger bonds between the phosphate chains in phosphate based glasses,17 it follows that replacing Na+ with Al3+ reduces dissolution rates resulting in
lower bioactivity.

J. Chem. Phys. 138, 034501 (2013)

V. CONCLUSIONS

The neutron diffraction results demonstrate that the phosphate network forming the backbone of the structure of these
Al2 O3 -Na2 O-CaO-P2 O5 glasses is close to that expected on
the basis of glass composition with the phosphorus present as
both −PO2 − − middle groups and −PO3 2− chain-terminating
end groups. The proportion of −PO3 2− groups increases with
Al2 O3 content.
The observed variation in density with aluminium content can be related to the local environment of the aluminium
atoms. Initially, with low concentrations of aluminium, 6-fold
coordination of the aluminium environment is predominant.
At higher aluminium concentrations the local aluminium environment is mainly 4-fold coordinated. There is some aluminium found in 5-fold coordination, but this amount appears to remain unaffected by the concentration of aluminium
present.
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